INFLECTION

ANTICIPATING THE NEXT GREAT SHIFT IN AMERICA’S EDUCATION
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INFLECTION

A WORK IN PROGRESS

The ideas and thinking contained herein should be viewed as a continuous work-in-progress.
As we’ve worked with a diverse group of thinkers and collaborators, we set out to listen and
document key ideas fundamental to successful education. These are ideas about learning experiences...which in their cumulative whole, make each of us unique.
Each of our experiences is defined within a context. Contexts shape behaviors, perceptions, and
memories. And context is a driving factor in shaping learning, thus making each case different
from the next. It is imperative that spatial environments (especially the architecture within which
we learn) are intentional in shaping experiences and behaviors that lead to successful learning
for the next generation of students, not to mention the next generation of teachers, administrators, and parents alike. This “manifesto” represents an initial set of such ideas.
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Kids Superheroes
http://www.victoriaexplorer.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/superhero-kids-day.png
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“Support teachers with
innovative professional
development programs.”

“If you are using the
word “classrooms”
your aren’t looking
into the future.”

“We need to have spaces
that support teacher
professional growth.”

“Promote more Risk
taking among teachers &
students.”
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“We need to cultivate a
multicultural community.”

“Promote green
architecture.”

“Can quiet learners
find quiet spaces?”

INTRODUCTION
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INTRO

The Future is NOW

ANTICIPATING THE NEXT
INFLECTION POINT IN THE
TRAJECTORY OF EDUCATION
Our society’s current and future generations must
excel in “A Global Age of Innovation” – they must
naturally ask tough questions; they must naturally
be critical thinkers; they must naturally collaborate
across disciplines. Digital natives are already demanding change in our education system. They
demand engagement! They demand “meaning” in
their education – as they should. Our education system has an obligation to prepare future generations
for a rapidly changing world.
That’s why the current state of education must
evolve. The culture and expectations in our schools
must adapt to the needs of 21st century learners.
We must anticipate the inflection point in the current
trajectory of education. This manifesto establishes
expectations for such anticipated change, and sets
the framework for Milpitas Unified School District’s
(MUSD) future.
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Birralee Primary School - Kerstin Thompson Architects
Elementary Principals Work Session - Photo Gould Evans
COCC’s Redmond Technology Education Center - BTT Architects
Baltimore Design School - Ziger/Snead Architects
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Hayes Primary School – Architect Hayhurst and Co
Barrie School Research+ Learning Lab and Studio - Hord Coplan Macht
Think Tank #2 - Photo Gould Evans
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WHAT IF KIDS CAME TO SCHOOL
INSPIRED?
Seeing a sparkle in a kid’s eyes when her or she is inspired by something they’ve learned is an awesome
experience. Biologically, it’s the result of dopamine
being released which activates the reward center of
the brain – a natural result of learning. What if this
could happen all day, every day, in every school?
Sadly, our industrialized system of education isn’t
about turning kids on to learning. It’s about cramming facts and figures into their heads so they can
excel on standardized tests. We know this is not a
sustainable approach to improving learning, or even
to improving academic performance. This process
is a safe default, but in fact, learning is far more powerful when contextualized to each student’s individual life experiences.
Our schools must inspire students; they must raise
the self-esteem of students. Our schools must help
all students develop an insatiable appetite for learning regardless of their preferred learning style or areas of interest.

Audience poll taken during recent symposium
on Innovation in Education

Great schools must acknowledge and respond to
the fact that individuals bring a wide variety of skills,
needs, and interests to learning and teaching. Neuroscience reveals that these differences are as varied
and unique as our DNA fingerprints. Three primary
brain networks formulate the basis of different preferences in learning.

“We’ve had students cry when it
was time to go home on a
friday afternoon. They love
being in school so much, they
can hardly bear the thought of
waiting three days to return.”
- Dr. Michelle Schmitz, Principal, Epic Elementary

EVOLVING OUR SCHOOLS

Source: CAST Universal Design for Learning

How can the role of our schools make kids naturally curious learners? How can they help students not
just be healthier in mind, but also in body? How can
the role of our schools help each child reach his or
her full potential? A school is a complex ecosystem
made up of many attributes. They all play a role toward these goals.
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2.

Cary, Benedict, How We Learn: The Surprising Truth About When, Where, and Why it Happens,
New York, Random House, 2014
Oblinger, Diana, Educating the Net Generation, New York, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 2005

Rose Elementary School, Milpitas Unified School District Unified School District USD (Gould Evans)

THE “WHEN, WHERE AND HOW”
OF LEARNING
Many people assume student learning happens in
the classrooms… at desks. That’s partly true. But
as neuroscientists and cognitive psychologists get
deeper into the understanding of learning, the rest
of the story can be surprising! Much of what we
learn occurs during reflection and incubation. 1 Over
half of what older students learn occurs outside the
classroom.2. For students to maintain attention for
long periods of time, it helps to shift between varying
contexts.3 Even shifting between major activity types
enhances learning effectiveness.

3.
4.

In effect, shifting from linear processing (controlled
by the left hemisphere) to parallel processing (controlled by the right hemisphere) gives portions of
our brain a chance to rest, process, and restore.4
Variations in learning environment are critical to the
retention of new learning concepts.
How can a school through diversity of environments
support a broader palette of learning activities? How
can such a school support more engaged learning
throughout the day? How can a flexible learning environment support the varying development states
of each student?

Bagot, Kathleen L., Perceived Restorative Components Scale: A Scale for Children, Dept. of Psychology,
Monash University, Australia, 2004
Bolte Taylor, Jill, My Stroke of Insight: A Brain Scientist’s Personal Journey, New York, Viking Press, 2008
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CHALLENGING WHAT WE THINK WE
KNOW ABOUT SCHOOLS
What if “school” didn’t feel like school?! What if it felt
more like home with similar comforts and organic
patterns of use? What if we evolved classrooms into a
series of learning communities? What if spaces were
not “owned” but rather shared? What if we borrowed
the concept of “free address” from the workplace industry and applied it to learning and teaching: what
if teachers could choose where they teach each day
and needed to be intentional about finding the best
environment in which to conduct that day’s learning
activities? In fact, a few progressive schools have
already ventured into these models with great success.

Baltimore Design School - Ziger/Snead Architects

Schools of the future must ensure that circulation
space is also effective learning space. It creates a
more efficient school, activates space that would
potentially be wasted, and it provides a more robust
learning community with more versatility for learning
venues.

“Schools of the future must be
strategic in the deployment
of shared public space. Every
square foot must count!”
- David Reid, Education Practice Leader, Gould Evans
STEAM Studio at Gould Evans Offices, Kansas City, MO

Shifting toward the concept of learning communities
supports many attributes of 21st century learning.
As the gap between student capabilities is widening,
teachers are forced to teach to the middle. It leaves
an enormous number of students under served, and
under educated, on both ends of the spectrum. But
in learning communities, there is more team teaching, allowing more differentiated learning and 1:1 instruction. There can be more peer-to-peer learning.
Learning communities tend to be more conducive to
team-based learning and support a wider range of
learning activities more effectively. They’re more fluid
and flexible to adapt to the needs of the students
and teaching styles of the teachers.
What if the school design supported a range of
breakout learning spaces and other alternative
places to learn? “Interstitial learning” encompasses
learning in the “in-between spaces”; learning outside
the classroom.
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WHAT IF TEACHERS WERE TREATED LIKE
PROFESSIONALS?
Statistics show that good teachers play a tremendous role in helping each child reach his or her full
potential. Teachers are on the front line. They are
often considered the most influential attribute in the
learning ecosystem. But how much learning potential is lost every day as a result of uninspired and discouraged teachers?

“We must recognize the power
that results when we treat our
teachers as the professionals
that they are.”
- Trevor Croghan, former 6th Grade Teacher, Education
Design Professional

Schools and school leadership need to show evidence of the value they see in teachers. Innovative
teaching is instrumental to meet 21st century learning initiatives. And the “tools” with which we equip
teachers – quality learning spaces, technology, support from administration – communicate this value.
Sending a teacher into a poorly equipped school with
a disengaged administration is like sending a soldier
into battle without the right weapons and strategic
plan needed to succeed.

“All of our survival is tied to the
survival of everyone. Our visions
of technology, design, and
creativity have to be married with
visions of humanity, compassion,
and justice.”
- Bryan Stevenson, Exec. Director, Equal Justice Initiative

To take this issue a step further, what if the school was
a place where every staff member is accountable for
the success of every student? What if the school
culture expected teachers to work as collaborators
rather than individual “directors” of their classrooms?
Through working together, teacher and staff will feel
accountability outside their own classrooms. Then
there will be motivation for teachers to collaborate
and support one another through team teaching,
peer-to-peer coaching, and mentoring. Then teachers become stronger cheerleaders for one another
creating a stronger support network and teambased culture. Then there will be more trust among
the “family” of staff, thereby fostering more risk taking and exploration of new instructional models and
innovative pedagogies
What will be demanded of the teaching profession in
the coming decades will be difficult. Change always
comes under fire – at a basic human level, people are
averse to change. Building a school culture that creates peer support and collaboration among teachers
will be a fundamental ingredient to helping schools
succeed, and even to accelerate this change.

Photo Caption

“Teacher’s Collaborating”
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DIGITAL NATIVES- A NEW CULTURE
IN THE MAKING?
During a recent visioning exercise with 5th and 6th
grade students in the Milpitas Unified School District, we had the opportunity to ask if the students
preferred hardcopy books (“real books” or “old fashioned books”), as opposed to digital books? Two
thirds of the group excitedly shot their hands up in
favor of real books. After all, the book fair was going
on. Off to the side was the district’s director of technology. Noticing the “obvious confusion of the kids”
by their response to this question, he rephrased a
new question; “How many of you would rather read
a book on an iPad?” Of course the great majority of
kids hands went up. This was mid-2014 iPads were
just being rolled out in many schools. They were considered a “luxurious upgrade” from chrome books.
It’s easy to get swayed feedback on the topic of
digital preferences among this generation. The responses are heavily driven by novelty, newness, and
what’s “trendy”. Our real question became; “Are the
cognitive psychologists asking the right questions,
and framing them properly?” It’s easy to find research that supports either side of this debate. For
the time being, both media have their merits in early
education.

Perhaps we need to explore the cultural nature of this
digital generation more broadly. In a recent article
published in Pacific Standard, the Science of Society,
anthropologist Joe Henrich has uncovered evidence
that is turning the psychology profession on its head.5
In his research, he uncovers the profound differences
across world cultures that challenge everything we
thought we knew about human psychology – psychology principles derived from experiments conducted solely on american subjects.
Are today’s digital natives any different in their radical
new look at the world? Are they any different in the
way their neural connections are developing though
early childhood? Most likely – but it’s too early to tell
for certain. Either way, the impact of technology on
the K-6 experience is profound. And it will force new
ways of learning – and force new processes of brain
development. It’s our mission to anticipate this curve
and design for the schools that will support these future generations.

“The ability to stay focused will
be the superpower of the 21st
century!”

- Cal Newport, Georgetown professor

Photo Caption
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Digital Natives- http://www.fotoniac.com/blog/?p=462

5. Henrich, Joe, “We Aren’t the World”, Pacific Standard: The Science of Society (Magazine), February 25, 2013.

A CONTINUED PLACE FOR
LOW-FIDELITY TOOLS?
While we expect the next generation to have wildly
different expectations and preferences regarding education, we should also take stock in the solid research and understanding about the holistic needs
of learners. We should be careful not to let all the latest technology fads replace tools that are tried and
true. A fun gadget does not make a valuable learning
experience. In fact, a broader learning experience
comes when students are literate in the use of a
broad range of tools and methods.

“There is no disconnect around
technology and design that will
allow us to be fully human until
we pay attention to poverty, to
exclusion, to unfairness, to
injustice. This kind of identity is
a much more challenging identity
than ones that don’t pay attention
to this. It will get to you!”
- Bryan Stevenson, Exec. Director, Equal Justice Initiative

“You can learn a lot from a very simple prototype. It’s important to
prototype quickly and crudely, not getting too emotionally attached
to one idea.”
-The D-School at Standford, Guide to Design Thinking

SUMMARY: A MATTER OF SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY & JUSTICE
Is this imperative to improve, even “fix”, our education
settings a matter of social responsibility and justice?
Our society spends a lot of time and energy focused
on social justice of our penal system, but what about
our education system?! The two can bear striking
similarities; students dropping out, rising crime in
schools, increased problems of safety and security…
or kids simply getting left behind. Even high-achieving students are getting bored and falling through the
cracks. Our teachers are often distracted by simply
trying to maintain order in their classrooms, let alone
trying to develop more innovative teaching practices.

roles to offer more differentiated learning experiences. We need to support team teaching which enables
more pairing of teachers’ individual strengths with
students’ individual strengths. We need to help students find what they love to do rather than following
what people expect them to do. Schools being built
today must empower our students to be curious, creative, critical-thinking, life-long learners. Our society
demands it in this age of innovation. And our young
generations deserve it. We owe it to them.

“Consistency is the last resort of
the unimaginative.”
- Oscar Wilde

It’s time to invest in creative school planning. The
buildings we build today will be with us for another
100 years. What will education look like then?!

We must build schools that recognize the diversity of
students. We must set up instructional models that
support a variety of learning styles. And we need
school administrations and staff that encourage and
support teachers to expand their already intensive
13
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“Integrate the building and
school with users from the
neighborhood.”

“Create flexibility of
spaces for
community use.”

“We need parent involvement
with homework through
technology.”

“ We need parental
involvement to promote and celebrate.”
culture and diversity”
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“School as a resource to
community - community as
a resource to school.”

“Promote the
importance of
play-based learning.”

“How can we connect
kids to the natural
environment?”

FOUNDATIONS
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FOUNDATIONS

Developing a Vision for the Future

Milpitas Unified School District Principals Workshop #1 - Photo Gould Evans

ENGAGING THE STAKEHOLDERS
We engaged with many of the district’s most visionary faculty and asked them deep, provocative questions. Hard questions! With no obvious answers. We
challenged the status quo - their status quo! We kept
an emphasis on the student experience, without undermining the importance of treating great teachers
as proper professionals.

“Sometimes, when two worlds
collide, a better one is created.”
- Susan Gale, author of Psychic Children
We intentionally sought input from other disciplines
from non-architects. We wanted to see a “dream
school” through different eyes. We wanted to better
understand what was important to the students and
staff and how we might achieve such outcomes. It
was a liberated environment for ideas - one where
each participants’ ideas spurred another’s. There
was a feeling of disappointment when we ran out of
time. Yet our brains were saturated; our fuel tanks
were overflowing with ideas.
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STUDENTS

COMMUNITY

INDUSTRIAL
DESIGNER

ARCHITECT

[TEACHERS]
ANTHROPOLOGIST

EDUCATION
DESIGNER

ADMINISTRATORS
LANDSCAPE
PLAY SPECIALIST

STAFF

LANDSCAPE
ARCHITECT

DISTRICT LEADERSHIP
FURNITURE
RESEARCHER
PRINCIPALS
PARENTS
SUPERINTENDENT
NEIGHBORHOOD

CONTRIBUTORS AND INFLUENCERS
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INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES
Our discussions initially touched on the types of instruction currently being used within the classrooms
and how we might begin to develop a framework
that supports future educational learning models.
The instructional strategies can act as a guiding
framework for the organization of the school and how
it might function. By establishing a set of instructional strategies there is the ability to improve a student’s
overall learning experience, along with promoting
more active participation among students, teachers
and staff. The end goal is to create an environment
that fosters growth and support amongst the entire
school and community.

Swedish Free School Organization - Vitra Rosen Bosch Architects

Instructional
strategies define
the thinking that
drives your
organization; your
rationale.
- Harriette Thurber Rasmussen - Abeo School
Change
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IF every staff member is accountable for the
success of every student …
THEN teachers will feel accountability outside their own classrooms and be less inclined to create the
fiefdoms that permeate many schools.
THEN there will be motivation for teachers to collaborate and support one another through team teaching, peer to peer coaching, and mentoring.
THEN teachers will become stronger advocates for one another, creating a stronger support network
and culture of team learning
THEN there will be lower attrition and stronger sustainment of this progressive teaching and learning
culture within the school.
THEN there will be more shared trust among the “family” of staff, thereby fostering more risk-taking
and exploration of new instructional models and innovative pedagogies.
THEN students will be more engaged in their learning.
THEN students will develop a love of learning resulting in better student outcomes and life-long
learners.
THEN students will be in a constant state of inquiry and curiosity.
THEN students will be granted responsibility for and have control of their education.
THEN social and emotional support are a principle foundational element.
THEN it is safe to take risks with critical thinking.
THEN the students and the school community can pursue dreams and enhance the lives of others.
THEN every student succeeds.
THEN every student is acknowledged as learning in a unique way.
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BENCHMARKING
Benchmarking and comparative investigation of other school programs, locally, nationally, and internationally, has been underway for several years. The
Milpitas Unified School District core team of administrators has a broad understanding of alternative
teaching pedagogies. MUSD has toured private
schools, public schools and public charter schools
in this quest to find inventiveness in their thinking.
Tours and conversations with Rocketship Elementary Charter Schools, Nueva School, Summit Public
Schools, and Poway School District have been informative, as they all embody forward-thinking pedagogies. Some of the findings are applicable to a larger
school system such as MUSD; however, others are
more easily implemented within a private school setting. For example, private schools and some charter
schools have greater control at the admissions levels, whether or not this is considered a positive function or not. A public school system must be all inclusive and allow students full access to these same
pedagogies and school support systems.

The space works as a
flexible tool, that
engages both students
and staff on multiple
levels.

- Gould Evans

Nueva Lower & Middle School Tour- Photo Gould Evans
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Nueva Lower & Middle School Tour- Photo Gould Evans

Nueva Lower & Middle School Tour- Photo Gould Evans

Nueva Lower & Middle School Tour- Photo Gould Evans

The Nueva School tour, although a private school, provided many key themes that may be implemented in a public
school system:

•

•

•

•
•

•

Teachers and staff are allowed time within their work
schedule to write curriculum.
Design thinking and emotional thinking are intertwinedthese are core values.
Social thinking and learning are at the foundation of the
school; this creates trust amongst students and teachers; empathy becomes more than caring, as it translates into real tangible actions.
Social and emotional learning is more important than
design thinking- it allows students to identify with their
own judging and critiquing, which can then be translated into positive thinking around conflict resolution; it
allows students to value one another even if they are not
close friend’s.

•

•
•
•
•

Social and emotional competency are designed into
the curriculum.
Students are encouraged to find joy in experimentation and the culture supports risk-taking.
Promote more writing skills and presentation opportunities for the students.
Every student is treated as a design thinker, a future
problem solver.
Cross-collaborative efforts within the curriculum are
supported by the administration and influences who
is hired; they call this a “curriculum instigator.”
Professional development of staff is a an active program.
Differentiated instruction- (5) students per class in an
elective, enabling teachers to hone in on each student’s needs.
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GLOBAL CASE STUDIES
Why do schools look the way they do? What characteristics of school design are different across the
globe? We set out to gather a diverse set of creative
and innovative case study schools that challenge
our typical understanding of how a school might look
and function. We specifically looked at school models that utilized unique approaches to the arrangement of space, engagement with different types of
pedagogy, the integration of technology, use of the
outdoors and the influence of color in a learning environment.

school in Australia differ from a school in the United
States?” “What innovative learning models are being used in other parts of the world?” “What schools
are currently pushing the boundaries of educational
design?” The case studies were presented in design
work sessions with principals, teachers and students
within the Milpitas Unified School District to stimulate
critical thinking and encourage feedback. The examples have helped demonstrate that the school model
is quickly evolving allowing for an exciting range of
new school typologies to emerge.

Each of the case studies presents unique characteristics and traits that helps to give a broad understanding of innovative school models and practices
for 21st century learning.

“Harvest Ideas. Edit applications.
Ideas need a dynamic, fluid,
generous environment to sustain
life. Applications on the other
hand, benefit from critical rigor.
Produce a high ratio of ideas to
applications.

The research is organized around key spatial themes
such as learning academies, super classrooms,
conventional hybrids, learning villages and learning neighborhoods. By examining each case study
by theme, we are able to identify the key relationships and concepts between one another. We found
ourselves asking questions such as, “How does a

22
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-Bruce Mau “ Incomplete Manifesto for Growth”

EPiC Elementary School Learning Community

Indoor-Outdoor “Sciencie Station”

Super Classrooms/Learning
Communities

Learning Houses/Academies +
Learning Emporium

Case study: EPiC Elementary School
Location: 436 Conistor Street Liberty, Missouri
Architect: Hollis+Miller Architects

Concept: STEAM-Based cross curricular learning
environments
Diagrams: Gould Evans

50 student Learning Suites support each grade level.
The 4th and 5th grade wing (new construction) provides a shared learning commons allowing breakout
space from each Learning Suite. The Learning Suites
each have defined space for:
1.Teacher-lead instruction and discussion
2.One to one computing and individual work
3.Project oriented maker space

Organized organically, more akin to a home, the
library anchors the heart of the school. (think of the
library as a “kitchen” rather than library as “grocery
store”.) Learning Emporiums (L) house a variety of
open, flexible learning spaces supporting self-directed and small-group learning. Team rooms
offer more acoustic separation for noisier teambased and project-centered activities. A media studio (MS) offers each pod the specialty resources
for production and editing to support multi-media
projects. Outdoor classrooms (OC) and a science
porch (SCI) are closely connected to the natural
environment - connecting students to the topic of
their studies. There are limited corridors moving
from one learning activity to the next is seamless
and fast.

Environment gives a strong sense of ownership and
self-directed learning. Students don’t have to shift
gears between home and school. They’re as comfortable at school as they are at home. In fact, several students have cried on a friday afternoon when
they know they can’t come back the next day.
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Rendering by Gould Evans

Barrie School Learning Laboratory

Distributed Learning Centers/ Learning
Pockets

Learning Neighborhoods

Case Study: Lawrence Schools, Cordley Elementary
Location:1837 Vermont Street, Lawrence, Kansas
Architect: Gould Evans

Case study: Barrie School Research+ Learning Lab
Location: Baltimore- Maryland
Architect: Hord Coplan Macht

Learning centers (yellow) are distributed around
a central library. These flex-learning spaces offer
break-out space to support the adjacent classrooms
as well as activities within the library. Each learning
pocket has it’s own identity and programmatic purpose along with varying student capacities:

Employing a modular construction approach, the
school brought online two compact, high performing
learning environments, the studio and the research
+learning lab. The new learning studios physically
embrace a dynamic curriculum and support opportunities for student and faculty collaboration, communication and creativity through highly flexible and
adaptable interior spaces. The shared communal
outdoor space serves as both a maker space and a
circulation connector.

•
•
•
•
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Problem-based learning pocket
Digitally-infused learning pocket
Art & maker learning pocket
Soft furniture collaborative pocket
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Outdoor Learning Space- Northern School for Autism

Library at Blue School

Learning Village

Conventional Hybrids

Case study: Northern School for Autism
Location: 8 Shapiro Court Reservoir, Australia
Architect: Paul Hede- Hede Architects

Case study: Blue School
Location: 241 Water Street New York City
Architect: James Wagman Architect

A school for students with autism spectrum disorders
who span a range of ages, learning skills and behaviors. The design creates sub-schools around a courtyard with all learning areas connecting directly to the
outside providing individual access. The unusual
geometries and roof configurations allow for natural
light into most learning villages.

An innovative pre-k educational program where creativity is cherished and encouraged and where children fall in love with the joy of learning. A healthy,
warm, safe, nurturing environment where community is paramount and where students interactions between classes is just as important as what
happens in class. The firm’s goal was to design
a space conducive to personal expression and exploration. Included in the design was a “soft room”:
a physically challenging, highly interactive space
designed to encourage children to express themselves through movement and promote the development of gross motor skills.
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Think Tank Collaborators
Sean Corcorran

General Manager, Education Solutions at Steelcase
Sean M. Corcorran serves as general manager of Steelcase Education
Solutions in Grand Rapids, Michigan. In this role, he is responsible for
Steelcase’s efforts to influence education, including strategy, research,
solution development, marketing, sales, and knowledge sharing, with the
goal of helping education customers improve student success through
the re-invention of the learning experience.

Andreas Stavropoulos
BASE Landscape Architecture & UC Berkeley Faculty
As co-founder of BASE Landscape Architecture, Andreas integrates his
experience in design/build, environmental design, industrial design, theatrical design, fabrication, and materiality in their projects. He has successfully completed commissions including landscapes, dwellings, and
products.
Projects underway include a Roving Ranger Station for the Golden Gate
National Recreation area and an interactive outdoor children’s garden at
The Children’s Museum of Sonoma

Patricia Algara

BASE Landscape Architecture & UC Berkeley Faculty
After working for a women’s rights organization on community empowerment projects, Patricia earned a master’s degree in landscape architecture in order to bring together participation and the built environment.
Along with her public outreach, facilitation and graphic recording skills,
Patricia has worked on project’s ranging from learning environments, to
urban parks, schools, zoos, farms and streetscapes.
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Trevor Croghan

One Workplace Learning Environments and
3rd-Generation Educator
Trevor leads the learning environments division at One Workplace
in Santa Clara, CA delivering innovative learning environments for
leading K-12 schools and institutions of higher education through
the integration of architecture, furniture, and technology solutions.
Previously, he worked as a 6th grade social studies teacher following
his education roots established by his father and grandmother who
also made their careers in teaching.

Cassandra Holman

Assistant Professor of Industrial Design, Rhode Island
School of Design
Cassandra Holman is a designer of play-things and assistant professor of Industrial Design at the Rhode Island School of Design
(RISD). RISD is leading STEAM, an initiative to add art (and design)
to the national educational agenda advocating for more emphasis
on STEM subjects. In her teaching and professional practice Holman explores the intersection of play, learning and creativity.

Andrea Ballestero

Anthropologist & Assistant Professor at Rice University
Andrea is particularly interested in spaces where the law, economics
and techno- science are so fused that they appear as one another.
In recent years she has been following the paths of water pricing in
Costa Rica, bureaucratic care for water in Brazil, and traveling water
knowledge throughout Latin America.
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Think Tank #2 - Participant Presentations- Photo Gould Evans

THINK TANK
We believe that some of the best ideas aren’t derived
from a single individual, but rather a collective group
of individuals, engaged in dialogue with one another.
Each of these individuals brings a diverse perspective to the table to help form a coherent voice. As the
future of education is still being defined, we wanted
to explore some of the pressing issues located within its trajectory.
We sought to engage in an unconventional dialogue
with invited guests from across the country, with expertise ranging in the fields of education, technology, furniture design, industrial design, landscape design, anthropology and product design. We wanted
to listen and learn from different perspectives and
discuss the challenges and opportunities in envisioning a new future for education. The primary goal
being to challenge the existing educational model
and develop ideas that could be applied to a smarter and more adaptive school for the 21st century.
The discussions were in the format of two separate
Think Tanks. Both Think Tanks were held at one of
the recently completed learning centers in Milpitas
Unified School District which proved to be a wonderful testing ground and precedent for the discussions. The highly flexible space allowed the team to
test ideas of adaptable learning space, and create
an environment conducive for a causal yet provocative discussion.
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“Listen carfully. Every
collaborator who enters our
orbit brings with him or her a world
more strange and complex than
any we could ever hope to imagine.
By listening to the details and the
subtlety of their needs, desires, or
ambitions, we fold their world onto
our own. Neither party will ever be
the same.”
-Bruce Mau “ Incomplete Manifesto for Growth”
In preparation for the Think Tank, each of the participants was given some big questions and provocations to consider. The key question: What might your
dream school look like? (we discouraged responses about space, and rather focused on the learning
experience and instructional model). Drilling deeper,
the school district posed the question: How might a
school without classrooms function? What if we designed it around learning communities where every
teacher was responsible for every student’s success?
We structured open-ended questions to provoke a
broad range of ideas for the discussion.

The unique Think Tank discussions touched on a
broad range of topics in the realm of education and
the educational experience, but mostly they provoked
even more questions. This section only touches on a
few key themes, but hopefully they capture the richness of these meetings.
The conclusion that current “classroom” models are
seriously outdated emerged quickly. An approach to
more flexibility (with intention), adaptability and experiential learning permeated the thinking. For students
and teachers to love learning seemed a primary focus and an imperative.
Both BASE Landscape Architects and Cassandra
Holman (RISD) brought forth key ideas about the importance of “wild play” in childhood learning and the
exposure to nature and one’s surrounding environments. The notion of wild play is simply the ability
to play in an unscripted manner - to “ get down and
dirty.” How can outdoor educational spaces foster
this exploration of “wild play?” “Wild play” allows children to take risks and negotiate social relationships
that might be complicated, unexpected, or unpredictable. Cassandra Holman continued with ideas for
freeplay and shared her inspiration from adventure
playgrounds, originated by the danish landscape
architect Carl Theodor Sorenson in the early 1930’s.
This notion of play-based learning has led to some
of Cassandra’s current work, including her design of
Rigamajig- a large scale building kit for hands-on free
play and learning.

Play also allows children to tell their own cultural
stories. This idea of “telling stories” was further discussed by Andrea Ballestero. How can space be
an expansion of self? The notion of “becoming”
and the process for change can be manifested in
these stories, as we (children and adults alike) are
always modeling ourselves. And these stories are
an expression of the greater school community and
a continuing pathway in life.
Sean Corcorran from Steelcase led the discussion
towards ideas about behavior and space. If each
student is a unique learner; how might that change
the use of space? How might every student have
control over their own learning experience and how
can this be enabled both through curriculum and
space? Sean emphasized that most people believe
pedagogy drives change in the design of educational spaces. However, many educators challenge
this idea- it is often too hard to change the pedagogy directly. Many educators look to first create a
new space, with strong support from technology. It
is often the case that a shift in spatial environment
design drives change of the pedagogy- it suddenly
seems more doable, less risky and applicable.

“We all learn uniquely. A dream
school would be a school that
enables every student to learn
in a way that best suits them”
- Sean Cocorran Steelcase

A “Junk playground” designed by
Carl Theodor Sorensen in Emdrup,Copenhagen.
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Think Tank #2 - Participant Presentations- Photo Gould Evans

The discussions also focused on how schools might
become a better resource for their local and global
communities. Andrea Ballestero proposed that the
school be thought of as a constantly evolving “life
world” experience, and referenced a spider-like diagram wherein the “legs” represent paths in a person’s life journey, each path becoming interconnected with one another at the center.

Emphasis on the learning process rather than test
outcomes also emerged as highly valued. How do
educators promote process and possibly failure?
Educators recognize that there is struggle involved
with trying new ideas and taking risks, so how can
that be celebrated and made “safe”? Risk-taking
needs to be learned by teachers also. What if teachers were not assigned to spaces, but were allowed
to use unique spaces tailored to their teaching curriculum? Can the teaching experience be different
every day?

“How might the school be a “front
porch” to the community—
a place to gather and share life
experiences?”
Life World Diagram
Image Courtesy of Andrea Ballestero

The challenge for the school is how to activate the
different pathways. What types of cultural elements
might enhance the richness contained in each person’s life journey, as well as help foster a better
sense of community? How might the school be a
“front porch” to the community- a place to gather
and share life experiences? Or consider the palazzo
as playground for parents, students and community.
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- Andrea Ballestero, Anthropologist

Teachers also need to be treated as professionals/
continual learners who also need support and development programs. Professional environments
for them must be created. How can teachers avoid
burn-out? How can teachers be better inspired?
Another key theme to emerge from the discussion is
the notion of “innovation” vs. “invention.” Much of
today’s design culture is focused around the buzzword “innovation”. We are constantly pushing students to become innovators. Cassandra explained,
“we should focus our efforts more on ‘invention’ and
pushing students to invent new ideas rather than just
improving upon existing outcomes and conditions.”
As the discussions came to a close, the group was
excited by such broad range of ideas and perspectives about the future of education. The inventiveness
of these guests continues to be a tremendous inspiration to the Milpitas Unified School District and the
design team. It is no doubt that these themes will
permeate the new school model.

“We should focus our
efforts more on “invention”
and pushing students to
invent new ideas rather than
just improving upon existing
outcomes and conditions.”
- Cassandra Holman, Industrial Designer

Designer Cas Holman’s PlayKit for the High Line (image courtesy Fast Company
http://www.fastcodesign.com/1664804/three-keys-to-creative-kid-design-from-the-creator-of-high-line-playground#5)s
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“Support space configuration
that fosters design
collaboration and creativity.”

“We need interactive
spaces that are an alternate
to outside play.”
“What if one could
move while learning?”

“Promote a dream school
that enables every student
to learn in a way that best
suits them.”

“Promote a culture of
sharing and
communication.”
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“Innovation comes from
research, observations, and
insights.”

“Learning drives
behavior, and behavior
drives learning.”

IDEAS &
OUTCOMES
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IDEAS &
OUTCOMES
Developing a mindset for growth

6 KEY DESIGN PRINCIPLES
FOR GROWTH

EMBED SUSTAINABILITY
THROUGHOUT

SUPPORT PROGRESSIVE
TEACHERS PRACTICING
PROGRESSIVE INSTRUCTIONAL MODELS

SUPPORT AUTHENTIC
LEARNING EXPERIENCES

SUPPORT MOVEMENT AND
LEARNING IN MOTION
SUPPORT DIVERSE
LEARNING STYLES AND
LEARNING MODELS
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SUPPORT PARENTS AND
COMMUNITY AS ACTIVE
PARTNERS

Milpitas Unified School District’s Principals Workshop #2 - Photo Gould Evans

FUTURE GROWTH
In order for change to occur we must embrace the
unknown, ask tough questions, and develop a toolset that will help guide our decisions along the way.
Future thinking requires us to not only be prepared
for change but to anticipate the potential shifts in society that might occur.
After conducting a series of input/workshop sessions
with the teachers, community, and students we discovered that there were many similar themes emerging from each of the groups. Some of themes that
began to emerge dealt with ideas about supporting
movement and physical activity among the students;
how the overall educational experience might be
structured around more authentic learning; finding
better ways to connect the parents and community
with the school; and promoting teachers who are willing to take on progressive teaching and progressive
instructional models. It was great to hear the voice
of each group of individuals and find out what issues
are important for growth of the school and the community.

What are the key
elements needed to
establish a new
trajectory in
education?
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IDEAS:
• Treat teachers like professionals.

SUPPORT PROGRESSIVE
TEACHERS PRACTICING PROGRESSIVE INSTRUCTIONAL
MODELS

• Innovative professional development
• Learning coach embedded within
the school
• Professional work space for collaboration, training, and reflection
• Foster collaboration among teaching staff, across grade levels,
inside & outside classrooms
• Connectedness - foster a culture
built on mutual trust and shared
accountability among teachers
and students
• Encourage change; support risk
taking; discourage complacency
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IDEAS:
• Palette of spaces that support
different types of learning activities and learning styles

SUPPORT DIVERSE
LEARNING STYLES AND
LEARNING MODELS

• Support various learning modalities.
• Flexible spaces that allow for
different types of activities within
one space
• Palette of mobile furniture that
supports a range of learning
styles
• A palette of tools (high-tech and
low-tech) to support a variety of
activities.
• Variety of settings that allow students to frequently change spaces, supporting movement and
attention restoration
• Indoor, outdoor, and in-between
learning studios that function
as art studio, as maker shop,
as performance space, as think
tank, as digital media studio, as
active classrooms
• Learning community
• Library as “Kitchen”
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IDEAS:
• A healthy school promotes
healthy students

EMBED SUSTAINABILITY
THROUGHOUT

• Create sustainable learning
models both indoor and outdoor
• Sustainable building design;
Solar orientation, natural Light,
sustainable materials, rainwater
collection, solar panels
• Didactic building that illustrates
how it works- “Building as learning tool”
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IDEAS:
• Create a culture and place that promotes “extreme hospitality”

SUPPORT PARENTS AND
COMMUNITY AS ACTIVE
PARTNERS

• Cultivate a multi-cultural
community.
• Educate the parents as well as the
kids (adult ed)
• Support parent involvement via
weekly events, speakers, workshops, etc.
• Transparency – connect the community with what the students are
doing
• Displays to help parents see the
work happening in the school
• Flexible community space (indoors
and outdoors)
• Community gardens, community
access after-hours (milpas)
• Create beautiful, serene outdoor
spaces where people naturally
want to gather (exterior “stickyspace”)
• Creative after school programs:
science, engineering, robotics. etc.
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IDEAS:
• Students working with professionals, out in the community

SUPPORT AUTHENTIC
LEARNING EXPERIENCES

• Engage the natural environment;
extend learning outside especially
for sciences
• Connect with the broader school
community
• Integration of curriculum (emulate
our cross disciplinary world)
• Contextualized learning
• Opportunities for students to
present to authentic audiences,
both in the school and beyond
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IDEAS:
• Engaged, active , hands-on, student directed, physical , kinesthetic learning
SUPPORT MOVEMENT AND
LEARNING IN MOTION

• Indoor/outdoor learning spacesdesign outdoor learning into thecurriculum
• Support outdoor learning: play
work yard, wild play area, adventure playgrounds, natural play
areas
• Furniture that supports movement
within spaces
• A “winter atrium” that supports
movement based learning yearround
• Builder kits that overlay large motor skill activities, problem solving,
creativity, collaboration, and movement
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“What if one’s learning
was outside as much as
inside?”

“Open space
concepts, use of
the outdoors.”

“We need educators to
believe that pedagogy must
change.”

“Promote emphasis on
process, not the product,
nor the solution.”
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“Flexibility must have
intention, and not be an
excuse to defer decisions.”

“We need multi-cultural
resources (different
language books, etc.)”

“Promote opportunities to
move around as a part of
typical learning.”

DESIGN
PATTERNS
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DESIGN
PATTERNS
INDEX OF PATTERNS

COMMON LANGUAGE
Much of the design and planning of schools relies
on being able to communicate and relate various
concepts to those involved with the development of
the project, and find a common understanding that
allows for the many different ideas and concepts to
be clearly understood. These design patterns look
to illustrate the ideas we received into a more easily read form, be it a diagram, sketch, or illustrative
drawing. They engage with ideas and concepts from
the macro to the micro in scale, from a concept for
the whole building down to a simple furniture arrangement.
The range of patterns should not be limited to just
these few, but rather should be a part of an ever
growing library of ideas and concepts to help spark
interest and understanding about school design.
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10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Learning communities
Learning suite
Learning studios
Community outreach
Parent community connection
Entry into school
Low tech / High tech
Interstitial learning spaces
Display space
Building as continual learning tool
Library as “Kitchen”
Adventure playgrounds
Teachers collaboration space
Indoor-outdoor learning spaces
Ambient technology
School gathering space
Chief cultural officer

One Grade Level Learning Community
“Free Address” Learning Community (No dedicated Learning Studios)

Key Legend:
1. Shared Learning Commons
2. Learning Studio/Flex Lab: Enclosed
3. Learning Studio: Open
4. Team/Group Room: Enclosed
5. Group Area: Open
6. Learning Porch
7. Specialty Studio (production, editing, etc.)

4.

3.

2.

Ideas:
- 4 “Homebase” environments
- Learning Studios can be enclosed as general use
- Or can be open with use-specific
- Supports rotational model
- Flexible to accommodate “Homebase” or other

4.

(32)

(32)

6.

2.

(32)

5.

1.
3.

5.

(32)

7.

Learning
Communities

Compact
Learning Community
Compact
Square footage similar to four learning studios,

Square Footage Similar to Four Learning Studios,

but Spaces
spaces
areReallocated
reallocated
ning Studios to “Free Address” Learning
Community
but
are
“owned”) Learning Commons

Key legend:
1. Shared learning commons
2. Learning studio/flex laboratory: enclosed
ing Commons
3. Learning studio: open
Learning Studios and Labs support
4. Team/group room: enclosed
dio/Flex Lab: Enclosed
5. Team/group area: open
use-specific learning activities
dio: Open
6. Learning Porch
Room: Enclosed 7. Specialty Studio (production, editing etc.)

Area: Open

2.

2.

(30)

(30)

The Learning community model can be composed
of several learning studios or learning suites, typically designed to accommodate up to 120 students. Learning communities can typically be arranged in a model which utilizes a learning studio
as a “home base” for a group of 30 students and 1
teacher. A more dynamic model might use a “free
address” layout in which a range of use-specific
learning studios support a range of activities, and
there is no student home base. The learning studios
within can be enclosed for general use or can be
opened up for specific activities, allowing the entire
space more flexibility of use.

2.

(30)

1.
4.

5.

3.

(30)

Key legend:
1. Shared learning commons
2. Learning studio/flex laboratory: enclosed
3. Learning studio: open
4. Team/group room: enclosed
5. Team/group area: open

“Free Address”

Wilkes Elementary on Bainbridge Island - WA | Mahlum
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Learning
Suite
The learning suite is typically formed by combining
two learning studios together allowing for the ability
to connect, creating one larger space. They are typically designed to support up to 60 students and 2
teachers or team teaching. Pairs of learning suites
can be grouped together to make up the components of a learning community. Learning suites are
designed to be fluid in nature and allow for flexibility
with the furniture and the arrangement of the spaces.
The spaces can be used for small group activities or
individualized learning. They can also be opened up
to accommodate larger groups.
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North Park Elementary School Columbia - Cuningham Group

Learning
Studios

“Avoid Fields. Jump Fences. Disciplinary
boundaries and regulatory regimes are
attempts to control the wilding of creative
life. They are often understandable efforts to
order what are manifold, complex, evolutionary processes. Our job is to jump the fences
and cross the fields. ”
-Bruce Mau “ Incomplete Manifesto for Growth

The learning studio can be referred to as the next
evolution of the “classroom.” It is a space typically
supportive of multiple activities or can be used for a
single dedicated activity. Learning studios utilize flexible furniture and can accommodate typically up to 30
students with 1 teacher. Learning studios might also
use flexible walls and glass partitions, for connection
to larger spaces.

Google European Headquarters- Camenzind Evolution (Switzerland) & Henry J Lyons (Ireland)
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Community
Outreach
The outside community plays an important role in
the educational model for a school . Schools should
allow for different groups within the community to actively participate with the school so that learning can
occur outside the classrooms. A school should become a central node within the community and operate as a resource to the surrounding businesses and
neighborhoods. By engaging with the outside community, students can receive real world experiences
and mentoring from professionals in the community.
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Design Tech High School Voluntary Day- Photo Gould Evans

Parent
Community
Connection
The design of the school should foster spaces for
both parent and community engagement. These
might be spaces for community and parent activities,
such as before and after school programs and community events. Parents should be active members of
the school community, and the design of the school
should allow for parents and community members to
feel welcomed into the school.

New York Hall of Science- Ennead Architects
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Entry Into
School
The entry into the school becomes an important
space that can bring together the school and surrounding community. This space might allow for
both indoor and outdoor gatherings. It should be
welcoming and tie into the social spaces located
within the school. It can be designed to function as
a plaza space where parents might gather, as well as
community members. It should be a space that fosters informal conversation and interaction between
students, teachers, parents and the community.
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New Albany Senior High School - Jasmax Ltd

Low-Tech /
High-Tech
The mixing of low-tech tools (hammers, glue, scissors) and high tech tools (3d printers, laser cutters, CNC machine) can foster a dual use process
amongst students. Making should involve an exploratory exercise that celebrates the process of
analyzing and doing. While the digital fabrication
revolution is underway, we must not forget the importance and benefit of working with one’s hands to
quickly explore an idea or concept.

New York Hall of Science, Situ Studio- Ennead Architects
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Interstitial
Learning Spaces

Real growth often happens
outside of where we intend it
to, in the interstitial spaces
– what Dr. Seuss calls “the
waiting place.”
-Bruce Mau “ Incomplete Manifesto for Growth

Interestitial learning spaces or “sticky spaces” allow
for informal learning and collaboration outside and
inbetween the more formal program spaces. These
types of spaces can often be found along pathways,
hallways and alcove spaces, adjacent to learning
communities. Interstitial learning spaces can allow
for students to break away from larger groups for
studying on their own or in a small groups. These
spaces might also be referred to as learning pockets, which might also contain integrated learning elements, i.e. dry erase boards, monitors, projectors,
etc. adaptable to individual student needs. They can
contain soft seating and views to the outdoors.
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The Karolinska Institute- Tengbom Architects

Display
Space
The integration of display spaces throughout the
school is imperative. Not only can display spaces
provide a space for students and teachers to display
their work, but also build a sense of community and
help promote the mission of the school. Integrated
display spaces can be an educational tool for students allowing work to be displayed in various forms
and locations throughout the school. Display spaces
should not only show finished work, but should integrate student work in progress.The displays might be
both analog and digital, allowing for a diverse range
of work to be celebrated.

Meadow Crest Early Learning Center- BLRB Architects
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Building as a
Continual
Learning Tool
A sustainable building model can benefit both the
surrounding context and the occupants of the
school. Using the sustainable design elements of
the building as a learning model can allow for a range
of informative display spaces, that allow students to
better understand various systems integrated within
the school, from solar power to rain-water catchment
systems, to vegetable gardens. This can promote a
healthy building model.
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Montclair Elementary School- Gould Evans

Library as “Kitchen”
Rather than as “Grocery Store”

The changing nature of the library calls for a dynamic space that acts as a multi-modal resource to the
school. A library that supports 21st century learning
integrates multiple types of resources such as: green
screens, audio/video editing equipment, books,
computers, small performance spaces, and the ability for both large and small groups to collaborate.
The library space can also operate as a large learning commons for the school, where different types
of activities can take place all throughout the space.
The library may get louder, so acoustics will need to
be an integral part of its new functions.

James B. Hunt Jr. Library- Snøhetta and Pearce Brinkley Cease + Lee
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Adventure
Playgrounds
Adventure playgrounds can allow for students to
experience unscripted play. These types of models
are important for allowing students the ability to play
and explore on their own. They may also promote
safe “risk-taking”. Outdoor play spaces need not be
just typical playgrounds, but may contain a myriad
of play options that can be moved around, dug up,
repurposed or rearranged. These types of spaces
foster physical activity amongst the students and an
appreciation of the outdoors.
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Little Wormwood Scrubs Adventure Playground – Timber Play

Teacher’s
Collaboration
Studio
The teacher’s collaboration studio should provide the
necessary resources for teachers to not only collaborate with one another, but also develop themselves
as professionals. This space should be flexible in its
layout, with areas for group discussion and pin up
space for curriculum exploration and idea creation.
The space should foster a sense of professionalism
and be adaptive to meet the needs of the teachers
and administrators while providing spaces for storage and dedicated office space.

FINE Design Group - Boora Architects
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Indoor- Outdoor
Learning Spaces
Indoor-outdoor learning spaces allow for an extension of the learning communities into the outdoors.
These spaces can support educational gardens, outdoor sciences, outdoor kitchens, and more. Outdoor
learning should be fully integrated with the campus
and allow for students to engage directly with nature.
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Macartans PS Outdoor Learning Environment - Law Architects Pty Ltd

Ambient
Technology
Education technologies are part of a larger collection
of tools beneficial to 21st century learning. Technology should be integrated but not obstructive. It should
not create a “black hole” in the learning environment
when not in use. Yet it should be ever-present (ambient) such that shifting from analog to digital activities is seamless. It should be mobile when possible,
allowing its application to be highly flexible in conjuction with already flexible learning environments.
And the technology should be easily accessible
and changeable to keep pace with rapidly changing
needs, applications and platforms.

NSW UTS Building 5, Blocks A & B Teaching & Learning Spaces - Woods Bagot
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School Gathering
Space
School gathering spaces can typically accommodate large groups of students for both formal and
informal activities. These spaces work nicely as
casual seating within a larger space. The amenities
should support a speaker and audience with sound
refinement and have good acoustical properties.
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The Lowrie Primary School - IBI Group Learning

Chief Cultural
Officer
A Chief Cultural Officer can be defined as an individual who works with teachers on their professional
development and supports their abilities to promote
new learning models within the school. As a guiding
officer for the school, he or she can help promote the
overall culture of the school and encourage archivement of school-wide goals.

Catalyst Office - Steelcase
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INDEX
RESOURCES
People

Articles

- Andreas Stavropoulos
BASE Landscape Architecture & UC Berkeley Faculty
Page: 23

- Disability in our Society
Paul Hede, Architect
Director- Hede Architects Pty Ltd, Australia

Think Tank #1
- Sean Corcorran
General Manager, Education Solutions at Steelcase
Page: 23

- Patricia Algara
BASE Landscape Architecture & UC Berkeley Faculty
Page: 23
- Trevor Croghan
One Workplace Learning Environments and 3rd-Generation Educator
Page: 24
Think Tank #2
-Cassandra Holman
Assistant Professor of Industrial Design, Rhode Island School of Design
Page: 24
- Andrea Ballestero
Anthropologist & Assistant Professor at Rice University
Page: 24

- Classrooms Matter: New research confirms the
classroom environment impacts learning outcomes
Karina Ruiz & Adrian Swain
IBI Learning+

- Empowering educational transformation with Lean
CEFPI Annual Conference In Portland
Group 2 architecture interior design
- The indoor air quality tools for school approach:
Providing a framework for success
EPA
-From Publishing house to school house: Reading
list for educational planning and school design
Phillip J. Poinelli, FAIA, CEPP- SMMA
Greg Stack AIA, LEED, AP - NAC Architecture
- Engaging Middle School students in hands-on
science and engineering through sustainable design
thinking
Opis Architecture - Hood River Middle School
-Reimagining education
Joplin schools, hollis + miller architects, brainspaces. Cefpi
-The missing Link
Connecting next generation science standard & sustainability to the design of learning environments.
Mahlum - Cascade Design Collaborative
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Case Studies

- Super Classrooms/Learning Communities
Case study: EPiC Elementary School
Location: 436 Conistor Street Liberty, Missouri
Architect: Hollis+Miller Architects
Page: 19
- Learning Houses/Academies+ Learning Emporium
Concept: STEAM-Based cross curricular learning environments
Page: 19
- Distributed Learning Centers/ Learning Pockets
School name: Lawrence Schools, Sunset Hill Elementary
Location:901 Schwartz Rd Lawrance, Kansas 66049
Architect: Gould Evans
Page: 20
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- The Language of School Design
Design patterns for 21st century schools
Authors:Prakash Nair, Randall Fielding Jeffery Lackney . Copyright 2013
- 21st Century Skills: Rethinking How Students Learn
Authors: Will Richardson & Bob Pearlman. Copyright
2010
- Rethinking Education in the Age of Technology: The
Digital Revolution and School in America.
Author: Richard Halverson. Copyright 2009
- Design for the Changing Educational Landscape:
Space, Place and the Future of Learning
Author: Andrew Harrison, Les Hutton. Copyright 2013

- Learning Neighborhoods
Case study: Barrie School Research+ Learning Lab
and Studio
Location: Baltimore- Maryland
Architect: Hord Coplan Macht
Page: 20
- Learning Village
Case study: Northern School for Autism
Location: 8 Shapiro Court Reservoir,
Australia
Architect: Paul Hede- Hede Architects
Page:21
- Conventional Hybrids
Case study: Blue School
Location: 241 Water Street New York City
Architect: James Wagman Architect
Page: 21
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INDEX
RESOURCES
Web Sites
- Icons
Http://thenounproject.com/

- “4 Lessons the Classroom can Learn from the
Design Studio”-website: http://www.fastcodesign.
com/1665654/4-lessons-the-classroom-can-learnfrom-the-design-studio
- “Three Keys to Creative Kid Design, From the Creator of the High Line Playground” - website: http://
www.fastcodesign.com/1664804/three-keys-to-creative-kid-design-from-the-creator-of-high-line-playground
-Lego Foundation: http://www.legofoundation.com/
en-us/research-and-learning/foundation-research/
- “Whats a Theory of Action and Why do we Need
one”-website:http://www.abeoschoolchange.org/
blog/whats-a-theory-of-action-and-why-do-weneed-one/
-An Incomplete Manifesto for Growth by Bruce Mau:
http://www.cbc.ca/thecurrent/manifesto-Bruce-Mau.
pdf
- Case studies:
Case study: Barrie School Research+ Learning Lab
and Studio: http://www.hcm2.com/
http://architizer.com/projects/barrie-school-research-learning-lab/
Case study: Blue School: http://www.jameswagman.
com/portfolio/blue-school/
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PK Yong Developmental Research School:
Http://www.fieldingnair.com/index.php/projects/p-k-yonge-developmental-research-school-elementary-campus-gainesville-florida/hi-res/
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gould evans

